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The figure below shows the highly visible  plume 
examined by Foster.  We can clearly see the 
plasmapause coinciding with a plume of high TEC 
content.

 GIM was interpolated with 15 minute averages.  As 
interpolated data, these maps were only useful to identify 
very low latitude plumes over North America.
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* Plumes visible in IMAGE EUV as extending over Europe are 
seen using MIT Madrigal GPS TEC data.

* The smaller the L-shell value, the more effective this VTEC 
method was in identifying a plasmaplume.

* The longitude matters in determining how many receivers 
are available to witness a change in TEC.

* Interpolated data could identify plumes, but was less 
effective in identifying small plumes.

Thirty-one different plasmaspheric plumes 
were identified during 2001 from the 
IMAGE EUV database.  Simultaneously the 
two-dimensional structures of global GPS 
TEC (total electron content) data have been 
imaged using several sources: JPL's 
interpolated Global Ionosphere Maps (GIM) 
and MIT's Madrigal GPS TEC data. IONEX 
2-hour averaged TEC maps were also 
examined, but they were not helpful in 
verifying the transient plumes' signatures. 
We mapped the plasmapause and plume 
position, extracted from IMAGE EUV data, to 
the equatorial plane and compared it      
with GPS TEC maps. Both model and 
measurement data have observed plumes 
of greatly elevated GPS TEC, which is 
associated with the erosion of the outer 
plasmasphere by strong sub- auroral 
polarization (SAP) electric fields, even in 
regions other than North America.  GIM 
data were able to show sharp changes in 
TEC gradient, but did not have enough 
resolution to agree with plumes anywhere 
other than above North America. Generally, 
we found reasonably good agreements 
between these independent observations.  
In particular the comparison with Madrigal 
GPS TEC was excellent at different 
longitudinal sectors.

This method can be used for detecting plumes over 
Europe, as seen here.  There is a faint, but definite 
increase in TEC values stretching across Greenland.
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Much analysis has been done on the IMAGE 
EUV dataset, but the majority of it has 
focused on North America.  Using previous 
techniques, we examined IMAGE EUV data 
over the entire year of 2001 alongside three 
sets of TEC data.

Plumes such as this one were cataloged and  
the plasmapause of each was mapped onto 
geographic latitude.  We examined data 
from MIT Madrigal GPS receivers, data from 
JPL’s Interpolated GIM data and IONEX 
interpolated data.

The MIT Madrigal data turned out to be the 
most useful for detecting plumes.  Circles 
depict the approximate location of the 
manually mapped plasmapause points.

Plume Detection by Longitude
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We can see from this that a high clustering of sensors, 
as is available in North America and Europe, is 
necessary to detect plumes with this method.

The lower the L-shell, and thus the latitude on Earth, 
also increases the chance of  detection.  Only the 
plumes from the European and North American sector 
were examined here.

Plume Detection by L-shell
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As is shown on the right, the higher values of TEC content
are indicated with warmer colors.  No TEC value available
is shown by a grey square.  Circles correspond to manually
plotted points on the IMAGE EUV data and indicate where
the plasmapause is.

Plume over Europe at 14:19 GMT on March 21st, 2001

Plume over North America at 21:09 GMT on April 30th, 2001


